In this paper we describe a computational approach to the optimal output feedback control of multi-model systems by means of a unique constant output feedback matrix. Extension of the method to output feedback control of multi-model periodic systems is also presented. The power of the proposed approach is illustrated by the simultaneous stabilization and optimization of a helicopter multi-model.
Introduction
Dynamical system models of plants operating around particular operating conditions are often obtained as multi-model representations of the form where x ( t ) E R", u(t) E R", y ( t ) E Rp; A,, B,, C,, D,, for i = 1, . . . , N are real matrices of appropriate dimensions; and where Xx(t) = i ( t ) for a continuous-time system or Xx(t) = x(t + 1) for a discrete-time system. The multi-model (1) can be alternatively specified by the sequence of system matrices Ai Bi
si=[ Ci i = l ) ..., N .
Such a model belongs to the more general class of socalled polytopic models 
Xx(t) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t) y ( t ) = C(t)lc(t) + D(t)u(t) '
whose time-varying system matrix S ( t ) = [ $3 : ; : ; I %si : ai 2 0 , z (Yi = 1) . 
J = E { i m [ z ( t ) T Q z ( t ) + ~( t )~R u ( t ) ] d t } (3)
in the continuous-time case, or (4) k=O 1 in the discrete-time case, where Q and R are symmetric matrices with Q 2 0 and R > 0. In this paper we address the problem to determine the optimal outputfeedback control law u*(t) = Fy(t) (5) which, according to the type of the system, minimizes either the performance index (3) or (4), and simultaneously stabilizes all N systems in (1). In what follows we assume that such a matrix exists.
[~( t )~Q s ( t ) + ~( t )~R u ( t ) ]
The simultaneous stabilization by output feedback is not a convex problem, thus techniques based on solving linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) [l] are not directly applicable to solve this problem. The solution which we propose relies on using gradient search techniques to find only a local minima of a modified performance index. The computational approach for the optimal output feedback control of a multi-model system is solved by turning the original problem into a large order highly structured standard output feedback problem with a modified performance index. Explicit expressions for evaluating the modified function and its gradient are derived. These computations involve successive solution of low order Lyapunov equations which can be done in parallel. The proposed approach is illustrated on a 24th order helicopter multi-model with 41 vertex systems. Extension of the proposed approach to solve the periodic output feedback control of multimodel periodic systems is also discussed. 
Single-Model Optimal Output Feedback Control
where P and S satisfies the continuous-time Lyapunov equations Z T P + P X + Q = 0 A S + S ; ;~~+ G = 0.
-
The corresponding expressions for a discrete-time system are 
bilizing output gain has been found when a3 2 0 at a certain moment. This technique can be even used to achieve eventually a prescribed stability degree for the closed-loop system. A similar approach can be employed for stabilizing of a discrete-time system. This time we replace the pair (A,B) with (a,A,a,B) to compute the corresponding optimal F3, where as before FO = 0 and the strictly increasing sequence { a 3 } is chosen such that a,IX,(A+BF3-1C)I < 1. A stabilizing output gain has been found when a3 2 1 at a certain moment.
Multi-Model Optimal Output Feedback Control
Consider now the optimal output feedback problem formulated in the Introduction. For the following developments we assume then for all vertex systems D, = D ,
. . , N, that is the feedthrough matrix is a constant matrix. Moreover without further loss of generality we can also assume D = 0. We consider the following large system consisting of N subsystems where q ( t ) E R", u,(t) E R", yz(t) E RP. The overall system is described by 
By imposing that all feedback components are equal F 1 = a -. = FN = F we further obtain for a continuous-time system and for a discrete-time system, where 2; = A; + BiFCi.
The matrices Pi and S;, according to the type of the system, satisfy the Lyapunov equations (13) or (14),
It is apparent that the evaluation of function and gradient values implies the independent computation of N 
Multi-Model Optimal Periodic Output Feedback Control
The approach presented in the previous section can be readily extended to the cme of periodic multi-models. Consider the periodic discrete-time systems 
~( t ) = Ca(t)x(t) where A , ( t ) = A,(t + K), B,(t) = B,(t + K), C,(t)
where Q ( t ) and R(t) are periodic symmetric nonnegative definite matrices.
To simplify notations we introduce the script notation X which associates the block-diagonal matrix
to the cyclic sequence of matrices X ( t ) , t = 0,. . . , K-1.
This notation is consistent with the standard matrix operations. We denote with OX the K-cyclic shift
applied to the cyclic sequence X(t), t = 0 , . . . , K-1. 
, E{x(0)xT(O)}).
For the expression of the function and its gradient we obtain
Efficient algorithms to solve the discrete periodic Lyapunov equations (17) and (18) is chosen sufficiently high every constant multi-model system can be stabilized by using periodic output feedback. Moreover, each multi-model system can not only be stabilized by the periodic output feedback but even an arbitrary fast dynamics can be achieved simultaneously for all vertex systems. Thus the periodic output feedback could be a very promising approach for practical multi-model applications.
Application to Helicopter Ground Resonance Stabilization
Due to the wide range of helicopter operating conditions, payload configurations, and flight regimes, several specific helicopter control tasks, as for instance ground or air resonance stabilization [lo, 111, lead to a natural multi-model formulation of the underlying control problem. To show the potential of the proposed multimodel approach for output feedback control, we consider the active control for augmenting rotor/body damping and to improve aeromechanical stability in case of the ground resonance problem. The active control could become a viable cheap alternative to the use passive technique based on mechanical or elastomeric blade dampers.
The nonlinear dynamics of a helicopter on ground over a wide range of rotor speeds and thrust values can be alternatively described as a multi-model linear system of the form (l), where each vertex system corresponds to a pair of rotor-speed-thrust values (R, T ) . For numerical experimentations we employed models obtained with the help of CAMRAD/JA software for a generic helicopter model for 31 rotor speed values ranging from 80% to 110% of the nominal rotor speed Ro and for 11 thrust values at 98%Ro (the rotor speed for ground resonance) ranging from 0 to 100% of the maximum thrust (Tmaz). The system has two control inputs, four measurable outputs and 24 state variables. The dynamics of each model includes also two first order models of actuators and two second order low pass filters. The filters are intended to limit the control effects to a frequency domain around and bellow the resonance frequency (about 10 The control problem consists in determining, if possible, a single output feedback controller which is able to suppress the ground resonance at all rotor speeds and for all thrust values and produce an augmentation of rotor/body damping to values which correspond to those usually obtained by using passive techniques. The feasibility of designing a unique controller which stabilizes all systems over all rotor speeds at nominal thrust was evidenced in [ll, 121, by using a carefully designed controller for the (98%ft0,T,,,) model. By averaging all controllers over all rotor speeds and thrust values it was possible even to stabilize all vertex systems [12] . Although these techniques are rather heuristic, they rise the question of existence of a systematic approach to solve the simultaneous stabilization and optimization problem. Such an approach is precisely that proposed in this paper.
As it could be expected, in order to stabilize all systems, it is enough to stabilize a representative subsets of models. The stabilization of all models was achieved by using only 7 models (for 5 rotor speeds: 8O%Rto, 90%'oRo, 98%Ro, 104%'oRo, l l O % ' o R~, and 2 thrust values: 30%Tmar, 50%T,,,,,) from a total of 41 distinct available models. The curves for minimal damping in the open-loop and the closed-loop systems for uniformly weighted performance indexes (Pz = 1/N) are shown in Figure 1 . By adding more models the interpolation properties of the resulting controller are usually better. The choice of models to be added can be done by looking at the non-smooth parts on the curves. By adding just those models where the non-smooth behavior manifests the damping characteristic can be locally improved leading finally to a satisfactory smooth global characteristic.
Another aspect studied was the use of non-uniform weightings of the individual performance indexes. Although it was shown that it is possible to stabilize all systems with a unique controller, the damping properties shown in Figure 1 are unsatisfactory for rotor speeds greater than 00. We can try to use a gain scheduling approach with respect to thrust in the hope that for each thrust value we can achieve a satisfactory damping over all corresponding rotor speed values. For such an approach, by means of appropriately chosen weightings, we can put more emphasis on enforcing better performance over all rotor speed values for a given thrust than on the simultaneous stabilization over the rest of thrust values. The stabilization over all thrust values is still necessary in order to guarantee the global stability of each controller. In Figure 2 are shown the results obtained by using a non-uniform weighting to optimize the performance at maximum thrust. For the multimodel output feedback optimization we used 15 vertex systems. For comparison purpose the values for uniform weighting for the same set of models are also presented. It can be seen that the damping performance over all rotor speed values is significantly better than that obtained by using a uniform weighting but the values over the thrust values are sensibly worse at low thrust. A similar behavior is to be expected for performance optimization at other thrust values. It seems that this behavior is an intrinsic limitation of the helicopter dynamics. A possibility to be further investigated is the use of alternative filters or of alternative higher order output feedback controllers.
Conclusions
We described a possible computational approach based on nonlinear programming techniques for the simultaneous stabilization and optimization of a multi-model system. The proposed approach has been extended to solve a similar problem for multi-model discrete periodic systems. The new multi-model optimization technique was employed to derive a systematic approach for the stabilization of non-linear helicopter models over a wide range of rotor speed and thrust values. The provision to achieve increased performance for particular subset of model was demonstrated by the use of nonuniform performance weightings. LAPACK 1131 based FORTRAN 77 routines to evaluate function and gradient for the proposed multi-model output feedback optimization approach have been implemented. A versatile interactive user interface for this approach has been developed as a computational module within the computer aided control engineering environment ANDECS of DLR. This module allows an easy manipulation of multi-model systems via a specialized database and a simple, straightforward operation to perform optimization studies. Several supplementary features (prescribed stability degree, structured feedback) add useful operational facilities.
